
Tiger Tornado Broadsword and Shield 
 

1. Sword Protects the Heart 
Sword clockwise and extend at 3:00 and then continue to 6:00 with sword point down, then bring sword 

hilt up. 

2. Tiger Searches the Woods  

Wrap sword and slap shield to the left in front stances 

3. Clear the Cloud 
 Reverse wrap and push to the front and pose. 

4. Tiger Searches the Woods 

Wrap sword and slap shield to the left in front stances 

5. Tiger Protects it’s Den  

Slash to right, jump, turn, reverse wrap, sword and shield push to the right. 

6. Tiger Strikes 
 Back step, wrap and temple slash with shield as umbrella / Right leg snap kick and drop, step down 

even, left leg step back / Circle with shield and sword clockwise, then stab to right with shield extended 

to left. 

7. Tiger Prepares for Next Attack 

Step right leg in front of left, circle shield and sword clockwise, sword hilt strike downward to right, 

shield hides face / Stab right, left step into riding stance, sword point down / Jump, turn, wrap sword 

and slap shield to left / Slash back, reverse wrap and pose / Left leg steps back, reverse wrap and slash 

down. 

8. Tiger Creates Tornado  

Tornado – 3 flowers in front (2 on left and 1 on right), 4 figure 8’s and Tucks, 4 figure 8’s, Tuck and Turns. 

End tornado on a tuck and facing right. 

9. Fury of the Tiger  

Back Step, Untuck, Circle right, Circle left, Circle Right and tuck / Back Step, Untuck, Circle right, Circle 

left, Circle Right and tuck / Back step, Jump, turn, wrap and slap shield facing back. 

 



Tiger Tornado Broadsword and Shield 
 

10. Clear the Clouds  

Reverse wrap, turn to the front with shield push. 

11. Tiger Bows to Enemy  

Wrap and slap the shield, attention stance and bow. 

 


